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ABSTRACT 

Chandra X-ray Observatory and Fermi Gamma Ray Space Telescope analysis of young supernova remnants (SNRs) 
Cassiopeia A (Cas A) and Tycho were performed to understand the nature of the high energy emission from SNRs and 
to observationally test the diffuse shock acceleration (DSA) theory. In this study, we present the highest significances of 
these shell-like and young SNRs in gamma-ray as a strong evidence for cosmic ray accelerators. Gamma-ray analysis of 
Cas A and Tycho were performed with Fermi-LAT at significances of 26σ and 8σ, respectively. Chandra analyses were 
performed on the thin filaments from the shells of Cas A and Tycho. Extracted X-ray spectra have been fitted with 
power-law model predicting the non-thermal emissions. Best fit chi-squared values for the regions from shells of Cas A 
and Tycho have been presented in the X-ray analyses which are supporting the DSA theory. 
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1. Introduction 

A supernova (SN) explosion results in structures called a 
supernova remnant (SNR), releasing huge amount of 
energy  into the space. According to 
Green’s catalogue (2009), 274 SNRs are identified in our 
Galaxy. SNRs are objects, which are so energetic that 
they can be accepted as the main high energy sources to 
accelerate particles up to TeV energies [1]. Thus, espe- 
cially young SNRs (at the ages from few hundred to a 
thousand years) such as Cas A or Tycho can be accepted 
as one of the high energy emissions sites since they have 
still energetic charged particles after the explosion. The 
last observed SNR, Cas A, is a well studied, shell-type, 
and galactic SNR. It’s angular size is 2.5’ in radius, cor- 
responding physical size is 2.34 pc and at the distance of 
3.4 kpc [2]. It has a shock speed of 5200 km/s and age of 
nearly 320 yr [3]. Chandra X-ray observatory revealed 
detailed image of Cas A having thin structures near the 
forward shock. X-ray observations show line emitting 
shell arising from reverse shocked ejecta rich in O, Si, Ar, 
Ca, and Fe [4]. Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) de- 
tection of Cas A announced with a significance of 12.2σ 
and the integral photon flux above 500 MeV of 

 photons cm−2·s−1 [5]. VERITAS obser- 
vations have given estimation of integral flux for Cas A 
is about 3% of the Crab-Nebula flux above 200 GeV [6]. 
Tycho is another young and shell-type SNR. Expansion 

 441 2 10 J 

 93 10 

of Tycho has been observed in radio by VLA [7]. The 
radio emission is also consistent with the acceleration of 
cosmic ray electrons by the forward shock [8]. X-ray 
spectrum of Tycho is dominated by very strong line 
emissions of Si, S, and Fe and the major fraction (60%) 
of the X-ray continuum emission comes from non-ther- 
mal synchrotron process [9]. The Fermi-LAT Collabora- 
tion announced the detection of Tycho in the energy 
range from ∼0.4 to 100 GeV. The integrated spectrum is 
found as      9

stat syst3.5 1.1 0.7 10    photons 
cm−2·s−1 with a photon index of    stat syst.2 0.1 2.3 0  
[8]. Detection of non-thermal X-ray synchrotron emis- 
sion from the rims of the remnant of Tycho suggests that 
the shocks in SNRs can accelerate cosmic ray particles 
up to TeV energies [10]. This idea is supported by 
VERITAS observations; they declared TeV detection 
with a flux of 0.9% of the Crab Nebula [11]. 



8.7 1.

Cas A and Tycho are in the transition phase between 
free expansion and adiabatic (Sedov) stages. In this 
phase,the mass of swept-up interstellar matter (MISM) is 
comparable to the mass of material ejected by the SN 
explosion (MEj). Ejected material arising from SN is 
decelerated by swept-up interstellarmatter. It produces 
another shock wave propagating inward, called reverse 
shock.Between these two shock waves, interaction of 
swept-up ISM and ejected materials produces non- 
thermal dominated X-ray emission and forms a bright 
shell-like structure [12]. Cas A and Tycho are shell-like 
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SNRs having corresponding effective downstream mag- 
netic field values are between 240 μG and 360 μG [13] in 
which the electrons accelerated to the GeV energies are 
the main sources of non-thermal emission. 

SNRs are observable from radio to TeV energies. We 
performed gamma ray analysis by means of Fermi-LAT 
and X-ray analysis with Advanced CCD Imaging Spec- 
trometer (ACIS) of Chandra Observatory on SNRs, Cas 
A and Tycho. Fermi has energy range from 20 MeV to 
300 GeV. It covers the whole sky every 3 hours by or- 
biting at an altitude of 550 km and at an inclination of 
28.5˚. Fermi-LAT having a wide field of view (~2 sr) and 
large peak effective area   provides op- 
portunity to broadly observe gamma ray sky [14]. The 
Chandra—ACIS consists of 1024  pixel 
CCDs having energy ra 0 keV . It enables to 
study X-rays from high energy regions of the universe 
[15]. The data used in the Chandra analysis was taken 
from the observations of Cas A and Tycho on S and I 
chips of ACIS, respe
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In this study, first we concentrated on Fermi-LAT 
analyses to find out if the remnants are strong gamma-ray 
emitters. Archival data of Fermi observations was used to 
produce counts maps, residual maps and spectral distri- 
butions of gamma rays from Cas A and Tycho. In the 
X-ray part, for both SNRs, we produced images in vari- 
ous energy ranges to detect especially the locations of 
hard X-rays (2.5 - 8 keV) expected that they are domi- 
nantly coming from synchrotron emission. Then, we fo- 
cused on Chandra spectral analysis of 12 thin filaments 
(5 for Cas A and 7 for Tycho) associated with forward 
shock regions at the shells. We generated spectra for 
each region fitted with power-law model to understand 
properties of non-thermal emissions. Analysis details of 
Cas A and Tycho performed in this study is explained in 
detail in the 2nd and 3rd sections. Analysis results and 
comparisons of present findings can be seen in the Sec- 
tion 5th. 

2. Gamma-Ray Analysis 

In Fermi analysis, the LAT data having energy range of 
200 MeV - 300 GeV was required from Fermi Science 
Support Center (FSSC) in a 20˚ region for both SNRs. 
Binned likelihood tutorial of FSSC was followed in the 
analysis. Zenith angle cut was used as 105˚ to exclude 
times of high background from Earth atmosphere. Also, 
rock angle of 52˚ (recommended by the LAT team) was 
used to eliminate pointed observations from the dataset. 

2.1. Fermi Observations of Cas A 

Fermi observation of Cas A between the dates 
08/04/2008 and 01/30/2012 at the point of right ascen- 
sion (RA): 350.85˚ and declination (Dec): 58.81˚ was 

used in the analysis. Total exposure time was nearly 34 
months. Fermi analysis of Cas A was performed in 10˚ 
region of interest (ROI) around the center of stated coor- 
dinates and the range 0.5 - 50 GeV and the range 0.5 - 50 
GeV. The background model consists of 10 sources hav- 
ing the distance smaller than 10˚ and having significance 
bigger than 5σ. Galactic diffuse emission  _ 02gal v


 

and isotropic extragalactic emission  _ 02eg v  compo- 
nents were added to the background model. P6_V11_ 
DIFFUSE post-launch instrument response function was 
used in Cas A analysis. 

2.2. Fermi AnalysisResults of Cas A 

Observation of the source at the significance of 26σ with 
a integral photon flux of   917.6 0.11 10   photons 
cm−2·s−1 has performed for the given energy range. The 
photon index of Cas A was found to be 2.02 ± 0.04. Fi- 
gure 1 clearly shows Cas A within the ROI. Also, Fi- 
gures 2 and 3 demonstrate test significance (TS) and 
count spectrums of Cas A produced in the Fermi analysis, 
respectively. The TS spectrum shows higher significance 
for the range  with the highest TS is at 
around 4 GeV. Count spectrum shows expected power 
law distribution of gamma ray photons for the given en- 
ergy range. 

0.5 -10 GeV

2.3. Fermi Observations of Tycho 

Fermi observation of Tycho between the dates 08/04/2008 
and 05/17/2012 was used in the analysis. The data used 
in this study canbe found at Fermi Science SupportCenter 
(FSSC) 
(http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ssc/LAT/LATDataQue
ry.cgi). Total exposure time was nearly 43 months. Ty- 
cho’s Fermi data was extracted from the position RA: 
6.40˚ and DEC: 64.12˚. Fermi analysis of Tycho was per- 
formed in 10˚ region of interest (ROI) and the range 0.2 - 
200 GeV. The background model consists of 9 sources hav- 
ing the distance smaller than ~6˚ and having significance 
bigger than 5σ. Also, galactic diffuse  _2year 7 6_ 0gal p v v

 
 

and isotropic extragalactic emission _ 7 6sourceiso p v  
components were added to the background model. 
IRFofP7SOURCE_V6 was used in the analysis. 

2.4. Fermi Analysis Results of Tycho 

In Fermi-LAT analysis of Tycho, the integral photon flux 
of   918.9 2.8 10 

8 8

 photons  and pho- ton 
index of 2.98 ± 0.20 were measured with a signifi- cance 
of 8σ. Figure 4 clearly shows the counts map of Tycho 
within 

2cm s  1

  analysis region .Since Tycho is a weak 
source, a residual map was generated to show Tycho in 
8 8  region in Figure 5. First a counts map was pro-
duced for Tycho. gtmode  tool was used with the  l    
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Figure 1. Fermi 10˚ × 10˚ counts map of Cas A smoothed with 3σ in the energy range of 0.5 - 50 GeV. Cas A is observed at the 
center of the image. The right panel shows energy distribution associated to different colors in GeV. 
 

 

Figure 2. TS spectrum of Cas A. Relatively high significance has observed up to 10 GeV. Maximum significance is observed 
at nearly 4 GeV.  
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Figure 3. Count spectrum of Cas A. Spectum is fitted with power-law model. It show clear non-thermal distribution of gam- 
maray photons in 0.5 - 50 GeV energy range. 
 

 

Figure 4. Fermi 8˚ × 8˚ counts map of Tycho smoothed with 3σ in the energy range of 0.2 - 200 GeV. The right panel shows 
energy distribution associated to different colors in GeV. 
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Figure 5. Residual map of Tycho smoothed with 3σ. The left map was built with background xml model file including Tycho. 
The right map was built with background xml file not including Tycho. The difference shows the detection of Tycho. 
 
XML model file including Tycho and to create an output 
model counts map. This tool was used to correlate the 
data and model predictions. It creates a model map of a 
selected region based on the fit parameters. (Description 
and parameters of gtmodel tool can be found at  
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/help/
gtmodel.txt). We subtracted this model counts map from 
the original counts map to obtain a residual map. The 
same step was repeated by removing Tycho from our 
background xml file. So, we had two residual maps one 
showing Tycho and the other not. The existence of 
Tycho in the region of interest can be clearly seen with 
comparison of right and left panels of Figure 5. 

3. X-Ray Analysis 

In Chandra analysis, ciao-4.4 science threads were fol- 
lowed and a new event2 class file was created for both 
SNRs, Cas A and Tycho. The regions for spectral 
analysis were selected at the shell of the remnants 
where photons having energy 2.5 - 8 keV (hard X-rays) 
are dominant. These higher energy X-ray photons are 
considered to be originated from synchrotron emission. 
The selected regions were fitted with xspec’s power- 
law by adding wabs additive model which corresponds 
tophoto-electric absorption for hydrogen. Also, gaussian 
components were applied to the models at around 1.0 
keV, 1.3 keV, 1.85 keV, 2.38 keV, 3.05 keV and 6.55 
keV, which we attribute to Fe xxı, Mg xı, Si K xııı, S K 
xv, Ar xvıı and Fe Kα line emissions, respectively.  

3.1. Chandra Observations of Cas A 

Chandra observation of Cas A was taken on S3 CCD 

chip (chip no: 7) of Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrome- 
ter (ACIS). The observation, having obs-id of 4638, per- 
formed in April 2004 was used. Exposure time was given 
as 166720 s to the point RA: 23h 23'26". 70 DEC: 
+58˚49'03" [16]. Cas A was observed in graded data- 
mode and timed readmode. 

3.2. Chandra Analysis Results of Cas A 

3 images were produced from evt2 file for the energies 
of 0.3 -1.5 keV, 1.5 - 2.5 keV and 2.5 - 8 keV. 5 thin 
filaments dominant in 2.5 - 8 keV range were selected 
from different parts of the shells of Cas A to be fitted 
with non-thermal power-law model. Figure 6 shows 
combination of 0.3 - 1.5 keV (red), 1.5 - 2.5 keV 
(green), and 2.5 - 8 keV (blue) images. The results of 
the spectral analysis for the regions are presented below. 
The gaussian components were added to the models of 
all regions for the emissions of Fe xxı, Si K xııı, and S K 
xv. Additionally, Mg xı, and Fe Kα line emissions were 
observed in south region and Mg xı emission was 
observed in southeast region of Cas A. Figures 8-12 
show the spectra produced for northeast, southeast, north- 
west, southwest and south regions, respectively. Table 1 
gives best fit parameters of these regions fitted with 
power-law model. Reduced chi-squared values between 
1.36 - 1.51 were calculated for the regionsof Cas A. 

3.3. Chandra Observations of Tycho 

Chandra observation of Tycho is performed on 4 com- 
bined CCD chips (I0, I1, I2, and I3) of ACIS. Observa- 
tion ID is 10095, the exposure time for the point RA: 00 h 
5'19" and DEC: 64˚08'10" i  175670 s. The observation  2 s  

http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/help/gtmodel.txt
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/help/gtmodel.txt
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Figure 6. Chandra combined image of Cas A. Thin elliptical areas show the regions that spectral analyses were pe ormed on. rf
 

 

Figure 7. Chandra combined image of Tycho. Thin elliptical areas show the regions that spectral analyses were performed 
on. 
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Figure 8. X-ray spectrum of the northeast region of Cas A. 
 

 

Figure 9. X-ray spectrum of the southeast region of Cas A. 
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Figure 10. X-ray spectrum of the northwest region of Cas A. 
 

 

Figure 11. X-ray spectrum of the southwest region of Cas A. 
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Figure 12. X-ray spectrum of the south region of Cas A. 
 
Table 1. Best fit spectral values 
A. 

Regions γa Normb 

of regions selected from Cas 

2 dof c  

Northwest 2.25 ± 0.02  1.67 ± 0.05  1.36 

Northeast 2.66 ± 0.02 2.15 ± 0.06 1.41 

Southwest 2.62 ± 0.04 1.13 ± 0.06 1.44 

Southeast 2.81 ± 0.06 1.15 ± 0.07 1.52 

South 2.65 ± 0.05 2.11 ± 0.06 1.47 

 
date is April 2009. The observation wasperformed in 
timed readmode and faint datamode. 

3.4. Chandra Analysis Results of Tycho 
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h, west, southeast, east, south, 
southwest and northeast regions, respectively. Table 2 
shows results of spectrums of the regions modeled with 
powerlaw. Reduced chi-squared values between 1.18 - 
1.46 were measured for the regions of Tycho. 

4. Cosmic Ray Acceleration and SNRs 

The origin and acceleration mechanism of cosmic rays 
(CRs), consisting primarily of relativistic protons, ions 
and electrons, have been a long-standing mystery since 
the discovery of CRs [10]. Supernova Remnants (SNRs) 
have long been considered to be the primary source of 
galactic CRs having energies below the so called “knee”, 
∼1015 eV. Observations of X-ray synchrotron emission 
from shock fronts of Tycho suggested the idea that 
shocks of SNRs would be cosmic ray accelerators [17]. 
X-ray synchrotron radiation is an evidence for relativistic 
cosmic ray electrons. After Tycho, RCW 86 [18], 
G347.3-0.5 and G266.2-1.2 [19] have been categorized 
into synchrotron X-rays emitting SNRs [8]. Recently, a 
significant number of SNRs dominating non-thermal 
emissions, especially from their shells, has been revealed 
by Chandra. Additionally, Fermi Gamma-ray Space 
Telescope [5,8] and ground-based Cherenk elescopes, 

 and H.E.S.S. [20] also observed 
TeV gamma rays from the shell of SNRs which provided 
reas vidences r the cos  acceleration at 
the shocked shell of SNRs. The most conceivable model   

show the spectrums of nort
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he north region of Tycho. Figure 13. X-ray spectrum of t
 

 

Figure 14. X-ray spectrum of the west region of Tycho. 
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Fi . 
 

gure 15. X-ray spectrum of the southeast region of Tycho

 

Figure 16. X-ray spectrum of the east region of Tycho. 
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Figure 17. X-ray spectrum of the south region of Tycho. 
 

 

Figure 18. X-ray spectrum of the southwest region of Tycho. 
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Figure 19. X-ray spectrum of the northeast region of Tycho. 
 
Table 2. Best fit spectral values of regions selected from 
Tycho. 

Regions γa Normb 2 dof c  

North 3.31 ± 0.02 0.7 ± 0.03 1.18 

Northeast 2.95 ± 0.03  0.6 ± 0.04 1.44 

East 2.78 ± 0.03 0.7 ± 0.03 1.24 

Southeast 2.89 ± 0.05 0.4 ± 0.03 1.19 

South 2.98 ± 0.05 0.4 ± 0.02 1.22 

Southwest 2.91 ± 0.04 0.4 ± 0.03 1.19 

West 3.19 ± 0.04 0.7 ± 0.03 1.46 

 
to explain cosmic ray acceleration is the DSA theory of 
Bell [1] which suggested that the thin filaments on shells 
of the remnants are most possible regions where acce- 
lerated particles exist and can be observed as non- 
thermal X-ray emitting regions. According to this proc- 
ess, particles are accelerated by the shock into a 
power-law distribution and can be observed near the 
shock region as thin filaments about 0.01 - 0.4 pc [8]. 
Apart from Bell, Blandfor and Eichler [21] claimed that 
the high energy particles diffusing through Alfvén waves 
gain energy when they cross t

ff approaching scattering centers. Also, Bykov [22] ar-

gued that collisionless shock waves as the main plasma 
heating agent created after the explosion serve the source 
of energetic charged particles and radiation. However, 
there are still some significant deficiencies for the origin 
of cosmic ray acceleration, because dynamical evolution 
of SNRs can affect cosmic ray acceleration process (e.g., 
explosion energy, mass of ejecta, ambient density) [17]. 
We still lack the information about the maximum energy 
of particles, their magnetic field configurations, the in- 
jection efficiency from thermal plasma, and the history of 
acceleration of particles. 

5. Summary and Discussion 

SNRs have the mechanism that can accelerate the parti- 
cles up to TeV energies. Gamma ray production in SNRs 
is of leptonic or hadronic origins. In order to explain 
obliquely the existence of these high energy charged par- 
ticles, we need to detect GeV photons produced by elec- 
trons (leptonic) with inverse Compton, and relativistic 
bremsstrahlung processes or by protons with neutral pion 
decay (hadronic) process in SNRs. The observation of 
Cas A in gamma-ray at the significance of 26σ is a strong 
detection with an integral photon flux of (17.6 ± 0.11) × 
10−9 photons cm−2·s−1 and the photon index of 2.02 ± 

.5 - 50 GeV. Fermi detection 
of Cas A shows low error intervals for flux and spectral 

he shock front and bounce 0.04 in the energy range of 0
o
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index. Analysis results gave 0.6% error for flux value 

arly reveals the existence of Cas A in a given 
energy range. We also produced spectral significance and 
cou trums to ow distri  of gamma-ray 
photo ming f . In T an s of 
Tycho, the integral photon flux of 

and 2% error for spectral index. The 10˚ × 10˚ counts 
map cle

nts spec  sh butions
ns co rom Cas A  Fermi-LA alysi

  918.9 2.8 10   
ifican f 8σ pho 2·s−1 ed w

in the rgy ran - 20 e fo ela- 
tively low flux a cance  for 
com o Cas  Tycho is a weak source in 
gamm , a resi as b w SN cho 
in gio ing m bac und 
model. The comparison of residual maps indicates exis- 
tence cho in diffu ock 
cceleration theory of Fermi has claimed that the parti- 

the Chandra-ACIS analysis, we 
showed more thin filaments to be fitted with xspec’s 

i-squared values for 

shell of the remnants associated with synchrotron emis- 

tons cm− was measur ith a sign ce o
 ene ge of 0.2 0 GeV. W und r

nd signifi
 A. Since

 values
 

Tychoin 
parison t

a ray dual map w uilt to sho R Ty
a 8˚ × 8˚ re n by remov Tycho fro kgro

 of Ty  given energy range. The se sh
a
cles are accelerated up to very high energies due to mag- 
netic inhomogeneities of the opposite sides of shock 
waves. The Fermi mechanism is applied to collisionless 
shock where the mean free path of particles is much lar- 
ger than length scale of shock transition. Sequential dif- 
fusion causes increase in the speed of the particle and 
these multiple reflections hugely increase energy of the 
particles. In SNRs, charged particles can gain energy by 
crossing the shock repeatedly. The X-rays are produced 
in high magnetic fields by process synchrotron emission 
which favors power-law energy distribution. In X-ray 
analysis of shell-like SNRs, these shock regions can be 
observed in thin filaments at the shell structures of rem- 
nants. So, we concentrated on these regions at shells of 
the SNRs. The thin filaments selected from different 
parts of the shells of Cas A and Tycho were analyzed in 
the X-ray band. Extracted spectrums have been fitted 
with power-law model predicting the non-thermal emis- 
sion. Also, some gaussian components were added to the 
models to meet line emission peaks of elements for re- 
lated energies. Reasonable chi-squared values, 1.36 - 
1.51 for Cas A and 1.18 - 1.46 for Tycho have been 
found in the analyses. In 

power-law model and got lower ch
Tycho. 

6. Conclusion 

Summing up the results presented here, let us conclude 
some fundamental aspects of this study. The detection of 
Cas A and Tycho performed with the highest level of sig- 
nificances so far indicates the strong detection of these 
young SNRs in GeV ranges. These results make an 
observational contribution to the ideathat SNRs would be 
essential candidates for cosmic ray acceleration. Chandra 
analyses of these young supernova remnants observa- 
tionally demonstrate that there are possible regions at the 

sion dominant by hard X-rays. These regions can be seen 
as thin filaments at the shell of the remnants near the 
forward shock regions having non-thermal X-ray emis- 
sions. Spectra of these regions fitted with power-law ve- 
rify the idea of diffuse shock acceleration suggesting that 
particles can be accelerated by the shock into a power- 
law distribution. 
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